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Sensitivity training 

Police are protecting the dignity of suspects in vice raids 

INNOCENT until proven guilty is a legal paradigm intended to protect the rights of those who 

have yet to be pronounced guilty in a court of law on the charges brought against them.  As such, 

identities are usually hidden until arraignment, whereupon it is presumed that evidence exists for 

such guilt. An infringement of this general guide should be considered a violation of their 

dignity. The press, however, can cite freedom of speech and  public interest  sometimes to break 

this formulation. One prime example that happens almost daily on television channels is the 

police raids on vice, usually gambling and prostitution, where television cameras are allowed to 

capture the action and then to include it in the news bulletin or weekly magazine programme. 

Scrupulous editors can use digital devices such as pixellation to obscure faces. The police are 

also taking measures to protect those caught in raids from being wrongfully ridiculed in public. 

They should go further to regulate the images captured as stills or in video to preempt breaches 

of human rights of the alleged offenders paraded on our television screens  with impunity. 

The sense of appealing to a viewer's voyeurism for ratings purposes is what raises the ethical 

question mark. However, when the law allows it, one cannot put the blame entirely on those 

whose livelihood depends on so engaging audiences. There is nothing in the code of business 

conduct, or the law, for that matter, to stop these kinds of reporting from being packaged as 

entertainment. In the final analysis, the buck stops with the viewer. When denied popularity, 

these programme genres will lose their appeal. 

Unfortunately, the police cannot excuse themselves so easily for their responsibility is the 

upholding of the law. They more than anyone else are in a position to know the law and are 

expected to act accordingly. No doubt mass media appearances assuage the public that peace and 

safety are being actively pursued by the men and women in blue. But surely the public must 

concern itself with the way the task of upholding the law is operationalised. The human rights of 

the alleged offender cannot be compromised and must be protected with the same zeal as 

fighting and deterring crime. Thankfully, the police have recently announced that they will 

provide those arrested during vice raids with cloaks to help conceal their identities. It is the 

humane thing to do. Women's groups and the Human Rights Commission of Malaysia 

(Suhakam) have asked that such raids not be "sensationalised". Indeed, cameramen and viewers 

alike should learn to avert their eyes. 


